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This is complete Deluxe Color Coded Tajweed Quran (from Surah Al-Fatiha to Suran Al-Nas), it

comes with a nice, beautifully designed hard and heavy duty cover, very strong binding, perfect

finishing. This Quran comes in different colors (unfortunately we cannot guarantee the color

availability, however all colors are very nice). The paper quality is very high, with Interpretation of

selected words on the margin of each page. This size is good for reading at home, it has large and

easy to read font size. "What makes the Deluxe edition different from the Economic one is the

"Subject index" chapter. This chapter helps you find easily all ayahs related to certain subject such

as Pillars of Islam, Jihad, Faith and much more!" Other features:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ beige

backgroundÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ more colors on the hardcover  Based on a practical understanding of

phonology, we have color-coded some letters to facilitate the correct recitation of the holy Quran.

This enabled us to classify these letters into three possible categories to enhance the reader's

knowledge and remembering of Tajweed rules: - The letters which requires expanded vocalization.

We used red color to highlight these letters. - The letters which are nasalized these letters are green

in color. - The dark blue color indicates the emphasis of the letter (R), the blue color indicates the

unrest letters-echoing sound- (qualquala) - While the letters which are written but are not vocalized.

These letters are gray in color. The reader will get used to reciting the Quran by using colors very

easily. By engaging the eye, the reader will find him/herself applying 24 rules of Tajweed with ease

and precision while his/her mind is left un-enganged to comprehend and understand the meaning of

the holy Quran.  This Tajweed Quran is in Hafs narration.
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This is complete Deluxe Color Coded Tajweed Quran (from Surah Al-Fatiha to Suran Al-Nas), it

comes with a nice, beautifully designed hard and heavy duty cover, very strong binding, perfect

finishing. This Quran comes in different colors (unfortunately we cannot guarantee the color

availability, however all colors are very nice). The paper quality is very high, with Interpretation of

selected words on the margin of each page. This size is good for reading at home, it has large and

easy to read font size. ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“What makes the Deluxe edition different from the Economic

one is the "Subject index" chapter. This chapter helps you find easily all ayahs related to certain

subject such as Pillars of Islam, Jihad, Faith and much more!ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Other

features:ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ beige backgroundÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ more colors on the hardcover  Based

on a practical understanding of phonology, we have color-coded some letters to facilitate the correct

recitation of the holy Quran. This enabled us to classify these letters into three possible categories

to enhance the reader's knowledge and remembering of Tajweed rules: - The letters which requires

expanded vocalization. We used red color to highlight these letters. - The letters which are

nasalized these letters are green in color. - The dark blue color indicates the emphasis of the letter

(R), the blue color indicates the unrest letters-echoing sound- (qualquala) - While the letters which

are written but are not vocalized. These letters are gray in color. The reader will get used to reciting

the Quran by using colors very easily. By engaging the eye, the reader will find him/herself applying

24 rules of Tajweed with ease and precision while his/her mind is left un-enganged to comprehend

and understand the meaning of the holy Quran.  This Tajweed Quran is in Hafs narration.

Whenever I bring this to class everyone who sees mine wants their own. My mom wanted her own

so I bought one for her too.

This Quran is great for everyone, especially those who are wanting to learn how to recite it in

Arabic. If you don't know arabic, the english transliteration is a great help. It provides the best arabic

pronunciation with the use of english letters and accent marks. Over all i love this quran because of

how easy it makes reciting with proper tajweed. It is a great investment for those who want to

improve their Quran recital, and for parents trying to teach their children.

InshaAllah I will learnhow to read the Quran correctly. The book is beautiful and the letters are big

and easy to read. Includes English translation, explanations, and transliteration. I'm excited to start

learning.



Just what I been looking for over the years. The fonts are just right for reading and it has everything

I need to understand Quran Arabic. We will be ordering another one soon, so my husband and I will

have our own. I would love to have a smaller one that I can carry with me while travelling.

I just got this yesterday. Came Fast with my  Prime. I'm very impressed. This Quran is exactly what I

was looking for Ramadan. The book is of good bound quality, and the paper is of a good quality as

well. I dont foresee it tearing easily. Im looking forward being able to speak the Quran and handing

this down to my children later in life.

It's all there, Arabic, transliteration and translation. However I was the pages were lined up so that it

would be easier to correlate the Arabic text with the transliteration and the translation.

best Quran to own.

Very well done. A great resource for the study of Quran, specially for non Arabic speaking persons.
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